Proposal of modifications in ANNEX A
Argumentation
By giving a medal for the team cup, the rules for the calculation of the team cup have to be
very clear.
The old rule of the relative score is very complicated and there were often mistakes in its
calculation. Moreover this old rule gave a lot of importance for days with a maximum score
really different from 1000 points. It is the contrary of the spirit of the calculation of the scores
in Annex A.
There are several other solutions:
1. Method with the average score in each class: That lets the possibility to award one
team medal by WGC, even for women and juniors.
2. Olympic method that keep the system of one team cup for 2 WGC.
3. A proposal from the Bureau? [To be filled]

18.5 TEAM CUP
8.5.1 For the purpose of the Team Cup, a team is considered to consist of all the
competitors entered in the Championships by a single NAC in a multiclass WGC with a
minimum of two classes (including the women and junior WGC). , with a minimum of two
sailplanes entered.
8.5.2 A competitor´s Relative Score is defined as the competitor's Score, divided by the Day
winner's Score, multiplied by 1000.
8.5.3 The team´s daily score in each class is calculated by dividing the sum of the Relative
Scores of all team competitors in the class by the number of team competitors launched that
day in the class. If a NAC has no pilot in a class, its daily score is equal to zero for the class.
The team’s score is the sum of all team’s daily score in all the classes.
These modifications apply at the time of the application of the proposal for the medal
in team cup.

28.5 TEAM CUP
8.5.1 For the purpose of the Team Cup, a team is considered to consist of all the
competitors entered in the Championships by a single NAC in the WGC (flapped classes
and non-flapped classes) , , with a minimum of two sailplanes entered.
8.5.2 A competitor´s Relative Score is defined as the competitor's Score, divided by the Day
winner's Score, multiplied by 1000.
8.5.3 The team´s daily score is calculated by dividing the sum of the Relative Scores of all
team competitors by the number of team competitors launched that day.
The team score is defined like this: figure 1/ figure 2 / figure 3.
Figure 1 = number of gold medals
Figure 2 = number of argent medals
Figure 3 = number of bronze medals

There shall only be one winning team. If two or more teams have the same score, the
sequence between these teams shall be decided by the number of fourth placing and so on.

These modifications apply at the time of the application of the proposal for the medal
in team cup.
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